Abstract. We present a type system for the analysis of progress in session-based communication centred systems. Our development is carried out in a minimal setting considering classic (binary) sessions, but building on and generalising previous work on progress analysis in the context of conversation types. Our contributions aim at underpinning forthcoming works on progress for session-typed systems, so as to support richer verification procedures based on a more foundational approach. Although this work does not target expressiveness, our approach already addresses challenging scenarios which are unaccounted for elsewhere in the literature, in particular systems that interleave communications on received session channels.
Introduction
In today's ever-growing cloud infrastructure of computation, communication is more and more of crucial importance. Communication is still of crucial importance even when considering multi-core machines, where processes may interact via shared memory, since such machines will inevitably have to communicate among them. It is then of vital importance to introduce mechanisms that support the development of correct communicating programs, given their wide dissemination, ranging from critical services, such as medical or financial, to those helping people connect with family and friends. Focusing on communication, there are at least two fundamental correctness properties one may be interested in: that interacting parties follow a given communication protocol (fidelity) and that the interaction does not reach a deadlock (progress).
Verification procedures, such as type systems, that statically ensure communicating programs enjoy the properties above can prove to be cost-effective, as they save on software maintenance by preventing bugs from the start, and can help to expedite the software development process. Several type systems have been proposed that single out programs with correct communication behaviour, out of which we distinguish session types, introduced by Honda et al. [8, 9] . Session types focus on ensuring fidelity in systems where (single-threaded) protocols are carried out between two parties, such as, e.g., a client and a server. Session types are by now widely adopted as the basis of pragmatic typing disciplines, targeting operating system design [5] , middleware communication protocols [16] and distributed object-oriented programming [7] , just to mention a few. Session types have also been generalised so as to consider multiparty interactions [3, 10] .
Motivating examples. We illustrate our development by visiting a couple of simple examples. Consider the system shown in Fig. 1 that specifies a basic interaction. The Client process creates a new name chat and sends it on channel service which is read by Server. The synchronisation on service allows the client and the server to share a private channel (chat) where the session will take place. After synchronizing on service, the client proceeds by receiving from channel chat a text message, after which, it sends another text message again on channel chat. The Server process is (continuously ) waiting to receive in service a channel, which instantiates message parameter y. Upon reception, it will then send a text message on that channel, after which, to avoid waiting for the reply, it delegates the rest of the session interaction on y by sending y on channel handle. The Slave process is defined so as to (also continuously) receive a channel name from handle, and then receiving a text message in that channel. The System is defined as the parallel composition of the three processes. Notice we described the system using type information (e.g., "text message"), taking fidelity for granted. Also, in the examples we use basic types (such as string) although our technical development focuses exclusively on channel types.
It is straightforward to see that the system enjoys progress, as the interaction supported by chat does not deadlock. However, we may already use this simple example to convey some intuition on our typing approach. Consider for instance process Slave that receives a channel name from handle and then communicates in the received channel. We may characterise this usage of channel handle with type ? ( ? String ), where ? specifies reception, which may be read as "receives a channel used to receive a string", just like in a regular session type.
We distinguish (session) interactions carried out exactly once (linear, no races) and service definitions that support several interactions (shared or unrestricted) by annotating the type of handle accordingly, i.e., un ? ( lin ? String ), which adds to the description that handle can be used zero or more times while the received channel must be used exactly once (linearly).
Up to now we are using standard session type notions to characterise the usage of a channel (see [17] ). Building on the standards, we add information that allows to characterise (in an abstract way) the moment in time when the communication is to take place: the event. We say that the communication in handle corresponds to some event in time e 1 , while the reception of the string corresponds to event e 2 , and obtain the type e 1 un ? (e 2 lin ? String ). Notice that e 2 necessarily takes place after e 1 (hence, e 1 and e 2 are different events), to represent which we use e 1 ≺ e 2 (read "e 1 happens before e 2 ").
We are then able to characterise processes with both information on the channel usage and on the expected overall ordering of events, in particular Slave is charaterized by the typing assumption handle : e 1 un ? (e 2 lin ? String ) and ordering of events e 1 ≺ e 2 . Notice that we do not refer to z in the type since z is a name bound to the reception (handle?z). However, and crucially to our approach, we do mention the event where z is involved (e 2 ), and register it both in the message type e 2 lin ? String and in the event ordering e 1 ≺ e 2 . This will allow to crosscheck whether the name sent in handle has a corresponding type so as to keep a sound (overall) ordering. Following the same lines we may characterise process Server by the following typing assumptions. handle is to be used unrestrictedly (un). Furthermore, both processes agree on the moment in time when the communication in handle will take place (e 1 ). Lastly, both processes also agree on the message type e 2 lin ? String , hence Server also knows that the channel sent in handle is involved in e 2 .
We also have that service is used as an unrestricted input, associated to event e 3 , with message type e 4 lin ! String .e 2 lin ? String . The message type captures that the name received from service will be used to output a string (event e 4 ) and after (denoted as . like in session types) used to receive a string (event e 2 ). The last part is realized via the delegation of the session channel in handle, where the delegated usage is given by the message type associated to handle.
The ordering of events that Server expects is e 3 ≺ e 4 ≺ e 1 ≺ e 2 , since the process first receives from service (e 3 ), then in the session channel (e 4 ) and then outputs in handle (e 1 ), delegating the reception usage of the session channel (e 2 ) which necessarily takes places after the channel is sent (hence e 1 ≺ e 2 ). Notice that Server interleaves communications in the received channel y and in handle, addressed by our characterisation based on the fact that the ordering of events (intertwined with channel types) mentions the events associated to communicated names.
As for the characterisation of Client we have that it uses service with the dual usage with respect to Server (Server inputs ? while Client outputs !) and expects ordering e 3 ≺ e 4 ≺ e 2 since it first outputs in service (e 3 ), then sequentially inputs (e 4 ) and outputs (e 2 ) in the session channel. Notice that although the session channel (chat) is private to the Client, the expected ordering mentions events where the private name is involved.
Using the usage and ordering information that characterise Server and Slave we may characterise the system Server | Slave. Channel usage is sound since the two usages of shared name handle are dual as mentioned before. The ordering of events is sound since gathering e 1 ≺ e 2 and e 3 ≺ e 4 ≺ e 1 ≺ e 2 does not introduce cycles in the overall order. Likewise for System since adding the characterisation of the Client we have consistent usages (dual in service) and a sound total ordering (obtained by gathering e 3 ≺ e 4 ≺ e 1 ≺ e 2 and e 3 ≺ e 4 ≺ e 2 ). We are then able to show that System enjoys (not only fidelity but also) progress.
We now consider a slight variation of the previous scenario, illustrated in Fig. 2 . The Client and Slave processes are exactly the same with respect to Fig. 1 . Between them we find a Proxy and a Master, where the Proxy is used as an intermediary between Client and Master. The Proxy process starts a session with the client (via service) and then starts another session with Master (via masterservice), where the latter is used just to delegate the session channel Fig. 3 . Syntax of processes associated to the interaction with the client (notice that the client and the proxy only interact in the service synchronisation). The Master starts a session (via masterservice) and receives in it the session channel used to interact with the client. After that the Master process starts interacting with the Client via the received channel (from then on just like the Server in the previous example). We may also single out the System shown in Fig. 2 using our type system to show it enjoys progress. Notice the Master process interleaves communications in two received names, one in a session "initiation" and the other in a inner session delegation, which presents no further challenge to our type system since both cases are handled uniformly. Such configuration is unaccounted for in the reference works on progress for sessions [2, 4] .
In the rest of the paper we present our technical development, starting by the definition of the process model, followed by the presentation of the type system and associated results. To finish we discuss related and future work.
Process Model
In this section we present the syntax and semantics of the language of processes, a fragment of the π-calculus [13, 15] . The syntax of processes is given in Fig. 3 , considering an infinite set of names Λ (x, y, . . . ∈ Λ). The (so-called) static fragment of the process model is given by the inaction 0 that represents a process with no behaviour, the parallel composition of processes P | Q that represents a process where P and Q are simultaneously (concurrently) active, or the name restriction (νx)P that represents a process that has a "private" name x (x is bound in (νx)P ). The dynamic (active) fragment of the language is given by the communication prefixes: x!y.P represents a process that outputs name y in channel x and then continues as specified by P ; x?y.P represents a process that receives a name from channel x and then proceeds as P (y is bound in x?y.P );
x?y.P represents a replicated input, i.e., a process able to continuously receive a name from channel x and proceed as P . In order to keep the setting as simple as possible, we decided not to allow specifying alternative behaviour via summation, +. We believe however that our development can be extended to consider summation along non-surprising lines.
The semantics of the language is defined via structural congruence and reduction relations, to define which we introduce some (standard) notions. We denote by fn(P ) the set of free names that occur in P . Also, we denote by P ≡ α Q that P and Q are equal up to a renaming of bound names. By P {x ← y} we present the process obtained by replacing all free occurrences of x in P by y.
Structural congruence is defined as the least congruence over processes that satisfies the rules in Fig. 4 . Structural congruence allows to specify equivalent classes of processes and supports the definition of the reduction relation focusing on the interactions of the (basic) representatives of the equivalent classes.
The reduction relation over processes is given by the rules in Fig. 5 , capturing how processes "evolve" via communication. Rule (R-Com) captures the interaction between an output and an input, where the output emits a name that is received in the input (notice the communicated name z replaces the bound input parameter in the continuation P ). Rule (R-Rep) follows the same lines with respect to the communication behaviour, the difference is that in the resulting state the input is again ready to further synchronise. Aiming at a simple subject congruence result, we do not consider the (original to the pi calculus) structural congruence rule that introduces parallel copies of the replicated process, defining instead unbounded behaviour via rule (R-Rep). The remaining rules close the relation under language contexts -(R-New) for name restriction and (R-Par) for parallel composition -and under structural equivalence classes.
Type System
In this section we present our type system, starting by introducing strict partial orders, a crucial notion that allows us to single out well-formed communication dependency structures of processes. We then present our type language which unifies the notions of events and of session types descriptions, and our type system where processes are characterised via their usage of channels (as usual) and of their ordering of events. Finally, we present our results, namely typing preservation under reduction (Theorem 1) and progress (Theorem 2).
The idea of ordering events to guarantee progress is not new (cf., [2, 4, 11, 12] ) and seems in fact an excellent mechanism to single out sound communica- . 6 . Syntax of types and typing contexts tion dependency structures. In our approach, we introduce event orderings and session types in a combined and uniform way, aiming at minimising the number of ingredients required to prove progress of communicating processes. We thus find the strict partial orders defined next at the root of our development.
Strict partial orders. A strict (or irreflexive) partial order ≺ over a set E is a binary relation that is asymmetric (hence irreflexive) and transitive. We call E the set of events, and we let e, e 1 , e 2 , . . . range over E. Furthermore we distinguish two events, and call them end and , that form the "leaves" of the communication dependency tree (since strict partial orders do not admit reflexive pairs, we require two elements to form the "leaf" pair of the relation).
We make use of the following notions on partial orders. The support of a partial order ≺ is the set of elements of E that occur in ≺, defined as follows.
The support is used in our typing rules so as to allow us to pick "fresh" events, i.e., events that are not referred to by the relation. The relation obtained by adding the least event e to ≺ is denoted by e + ≺. Notice that if e is not in the support of ≺ and ≺ is a strict partial order, then so is e + ≺.
The relation obtained by removing an element e from ≺ is denoted by ≺\ e. Notice that if ≺ is a strict partial order, then so is ≺\ e.
≺\ e
{(e 1 , e 2 ) | (e 1 , e 2 ) ∈≺ ∧ e = e 1 ∧ e 2 = e}
The strict partial order ≺ relation obtained by the union of two strict partial orders ≺ 1 and ≺ 2 is denoted by ≺ 1 · ∪ ≺ 2 . Notice that · ∪ is a partial operation (undefined when the plain union of the relations introduces cycles). We use · ∪ to gather the communication dependency structures of, e.g., two parallel processes.
Types. Having defined the notion of strict partial orders of events we proceed to the presentation of the type language whose syntax is given in Fig. 6 . Our types extend session types [8, 9] with event annotations, and also exploit notions introduced in previous work on session types [17] and conversation types [3] .
We use polarities, p, to capture communication capabilities: ! captures the output capability, ? captures the input capability and τ captures a synchronisation pair (cf., [3] ). Types are divided in two main classes, shared and linear. The former captures the exponential usage of channels, i.e., channels where (communication) races are admissible (intuitively, think of services that may be simultaneously provided and requested by several sites). The latter captures linear usage of channels, where no races are allowed (in the service analogy, the singlethreaded protocol between server and client in a service instance)
Notice that our types build on the notion of abstract events, differently from other related approaches (cf., [2] [3] [4] ) that resort to channel names (and communication labels) to order communication actions. Notice also our types structurally resemble "classic" session types, differing in the introduction of the event identifier, crucial to our approach, the polarity annotation that allows us to avoid polarised channels, and the linear/unrestricted annotation that allows us to avoid separate typing contexts for shared and linear channels and separate typing rules for linear/unrestricted argument type of communications.
We next define some auxiliary notions over types used in our typing rules. The set of elements of E that occur in a type T is denoted by events(T ). Notice that events in messages (argument types) are not included.
The binary relation over E present in a type T is denoted by T ↓. If each linear prefix in T has a distinct event e then it is immediate that T ↓ is a strict partial order. We use T ↓ to single out the order of events prescribed by a type, which essentially is a (single) chain of events in the case that T is a linear type.
We introduce a predicate that is true for types that do not specify pending communication actions.
Matched linear communication actions are captured by τ annotated types. As for shared communication actions, we focus only on unmatched output actions and thus only shared inputs are matched. We will clarify this notion in the definition of splitting (Fig. 8) and in the characterisation of active processes in the context of our main result (Theorem 2), for now it suffices to say that matched shared communications are ?-annotated.
Typing contexts. The syntax of typing contexts is given in Fig. 6 . We assume by convention that, in a typing context Γ, x : T , name x does not occur in Γ . Also, we use Γ end to abbreviate a typing context ·, x 1 : end, . . . , x k : end for some k ≥ 0 and x 1 , . . . , x k . We introduce some auxiliary predicates over typing contexts to single out typing contexts that refer only to unrestricted and matched communications.
We denote by Γ un contexts that include only shared communications, defined as Γ un ::= · | Γ un , x : end | Γ un , x : e un ! T . Such contexts are used to qualify the exponential resources that a replicated input may use. Since more than one copy of the continuation of a replicated input may be simultaneously active, there must be no linear behaviour present (to avoid communication races). We also exclude shared inputs in Γ un so as to avoid nested replicated inputs. Intuitively, if we admit nested service definitions then, to guarantee progress, we would also require that every service is called at least once (in such way activating all nested service definitions) or characterise progress of open systems by inserting them in the "right" context (cf., [4] ). We focus on closed systems where all communications are matched, i.e., typed in matched contexts. We lift the matched predicate over types to typing contexts in the expected way: we write matched (·,
Splitting and conformance. We now introduce two notions crucial to our development, namely splitting (inspired by [1] ) that explains how behaviour can be decomposed and safely distributed to distinct parts of a process (e.g., to the branches of a parallel composition), and conformance that captures the desired relation between typing contexts and strict partial orders.
We say a typing context Γ conforms to a strict partial order ≺, denoted by conforms(Γ, ≺), if all event orderings prescribed by the types in Γ are contained in ≺, thus ensuring that the events associated with the communication actions described by the types are part of the overall ordering.
Splitting is defined for both types and typing contexts, defined via three operations over linear types, shared types and typing contexts. We write T = T 1 • T 2 to mean that type T is split in types T 1 and T 2 , and likewise for Γ = Γ 1 • Γ 2 . Linear type splitting, shared type splitting and context splitting are given by the rules in Figs. 7-9. Linear type splitting supports the decomposition of a synchronised, τ , session type (including continuation) in the respective dual capabilities !, ?, via rule (L-Dual-1) and its symmetric (L-Dual-2). Notice L = L 1 • L 2 is defined only when matched (L). Essentially, linear type splitting allows to decompose a matched session type in its two dual counterparts (see, e.g., [6] ).
Shared type splitting decomposes shared communication capabilities in two distinct ways, depending on whether the polarity of the type to be split is ? or !. A shared input is split in a shared input and either in an output or another input, via rules (S-In-1) and its symmetric (S-In-2). Intuitively, an input that is decomposed in two inputs allows to type processes that separately offer the 
(C-Split) Fig. 9 . Context splitting input capability (e.g., a service that is provided by two distinct sites), and an input that is decomposed in an output and an input allows to type processes that offer the dual communication capabilities (e.g., a service provider and a service client). A shared output is split in two shared outputs -rule (S-Out) -which, intuitively, allows to type processes that offer the output capability separately (e.g., like two service clients). Input capabilities may be further split so as to "absorb" several output capabilities and be distributed in several input capabilities, and output capabilities may also be further split to be distributed in several output capabilities. Notice type splitting (both linear and shared) preserves the argument types so as to guarantee the dual communication actions agree on the type of the communication.
Context splitting allows to split a context in two distinct ways: context entries either go into the left or the right outgoing contexts -rules (C-Left) and its symmetric (C-Right) -or they go in both contexts -rule (C-Split). The latter form lifts the (type) behaviour distribution to the context level, while the former allows to delegate the entire behaviour to a part of the process, leaving no behaviour to the other part. To lighten notation we use
Typing system. We may now present our type system which characterises processes in terms of their usage of channels and of their overall ordering of events, as captured by judgement Γ ; ≺ P where Γ describes channel usage and ≺ gives the ordering of events. We say process P is well-typed if Γ ; ≺ P is the conclusion of a derivation using the rules in Fig. 10 .
Γun , y : T ; ≺ P e / ∈ supp(≺) Γun , x : e un ? T ; e + ≺ x?y.P (T-UIn)
Fig. 10. Typing rules
We comment on the rules in Fig. 10 . Rule (T-Inact) types the inactive process with a context that associates end to (any set) of channel names and with the "leaf" ordering (the relation with just one pair (end, )). Rule (T-Par) types parallel composition by typing each branch with a slice of the context, obtained via splitting, and with a sub-ordering (such that the union of the sub-orderings is a strict partial order). So, the two branches of the parallel composition may freely refer different channels but they must agree in a sound overall ordering. Rule (T-New) types name restriction by typing the restricted name with a matched type (no unmatched communications). Notice the ordering expected for the interactions in the restricted name is kept in the conclusion, so as to characterise the abstract communication dependencies of the process, which includes (an abstraction of) the communication dependencies of bound names.
Communication prefixes are typed in separate rules depending on the type of the subject of the communication -notice however that mixing linear and shared types in the same typing context avoids introducing rules that depend on the type of the object of the communication. Rule (T-LIn) types the input on a channel x with linear usage by typing the continuation process considering the continuation session type L for x, the argument type T for the input variable y and ordering ≺. We single out a fresh event e with respect to the continuation (e ∈ supp(≺)) that is used to specify the type of the input, together with the respective ? polarity, argument type T and continuation L. We build a new order from ≺ by setting e as the least element (given by e+≺) since any communication in the continuation depends on the input (hence is greater than e). Notice that the communications in the continuation include the ones that involve the received name, characterised by T and ordered by ≺. Notice also that ≺ is recorded in the conclusion, so as to (also) capture the communication dependencies involving the received name. This is crucial to our approach so as to address processes that interleave communications in received names.
Rule (T-LOut) types the output in a channel x with linear usage by typing the continuation process with the continuation session type L and ordering ≺. The conclusion records the type of the output using a fresh event e with respect to the continuation (ordered by ≺) and also with respect to the type delegated in the communication T (e ∈ supp(≺) ∪ events(T )). The (linear) session type in the conclusion is thus specified using e, the argument type T , the respective ! polarity and continuation L. Event e is also recorded in the ordering of the output as the minimum event e + (≺ · ∪ T ↓), since any communication in the continuation, along with any delegated communication capabilities, depends on the output (hence, are greater than e). We use T ↓ to extract the (chain of) events prescribed by T . The conclusion records the delegated type T via splitting (Γ, x : e lin ! T.L) • (y : T ) as y may be used (dually to T ) in Γ .
The description of rule (T-UOut) follows the same lines, the only differences is that a shared type captures the output and there is no continuation usage for channel x. We rule out uses of x in the continuation to exclude processes that offer the input in the continuation of an output (at the cost of excluding processes that perform more than one shared output over the same channel in sequence). Our rationale for shared communications is that at least one (replicated) shared input matches all corresponding outputs, so the input cannot be activated after the output (to avoid cluttering the rules this led us to also exclude two outputs in sequence, a configuration which is not problematic per se). Rule (T-UIn) types shared inputs that are necessarily replicated, so as to support the rationale that a shared input is able to match all respective inputs. Since more than one copy of the continuation of the input may be simultaneously active we require the resources shared by all copies to be shared outputs (Γ un ).
The reason why we exclude (nested) shared inputs, as explained earlier, is to avoid the situation where a shared output is blocked due to a shared input (of lesser order) that is blocking the matching shared input (of greater order) which is not matched. To avoid forcing that all shared inputs are matched we exclude nested shared inputs in general. Notice however that the argument type T may be linear or shared, in which case T may actually specify a shared input (a nested input that is activated via interaction). Since the behaviour of the name received in the input is only "published" via a corresponding output, this particular case of nested shared inputs is naturally supported.
The main restriction of the presented work is the absence of a general form of recursion, which, conceivably, involves considering the repetition of the overall ordering throughout the unfolding, handled e.g., via a dedicated typing context that we believe can be engineered in conformance to our approach.
Results. We may now present our results, namely that typing is preserved under reduction (Theorem 1) and that a specific class of well-typed processes (those where all communications are matched) enjoy progress (Theorem 2). We start by mentioning some auxiliary results, namely that we may show that conformance is ensured between the typing context and the strict partial order in all derivations, a sanity check that ensures the conditions imposed by our rules (e.g., picking freshness of events) are enough to keep conformance invariant in a derivation. We may also show two standard results used in the proof of Theorem 1, namely that typing is preserved under structural equivalence and under name substitution.
Before presenting our first main result (Theorem 1) we introduce two auxiliary notions that characterise reduction of contexts and of strict partial orders. As expected from a behavioural type system, as processes evolve so must the types that characterise the processes. Reduction for contexts is defined as follows.
A context reduces if it holds an assumption on a linear type prefix, which reduces to the continuation so as to mimic the analogous behaviour in processes. Also, the empty context reduces (to the empty context) so as to capture synchronisations in processes on restricted channels and on channels with shared usage, thus introducing reflexivity in context reduction since no change is required to capture such synchronisations. Reduction for partial orders is defined as follows.
Strict partial order reduction is also reflexive. This allows to capture synchronisations that depend on shared inputs. Notice that the ordering for shared inputs is kept invariant via reduction (since the replicated process is kept throughout reduction), thus capturing synchronisations that depend on shared inputs (as they will take place repeatedly for each activation of the continuation of the shared input). Reduction is also defined by removing an event of the ordering, so as to capture one shot synchronisations. Since such synchronisations may depend on shared outputs, they are not necessarily associated with the minimum event in the ordering. We may now present our first main result, where
The proof follows by induction on the length of the derivation of P 1 → P 2 in expected lines. The theorem says that typing is preserved under process reduction, up to a reduction in the context and ordering. Fidelity is an immediate consequence of Theorem 1, as usual. We now turn our attention to the result on progress. In order to define "live" processes (processes that should reduce) we introduce the (standard) notion of active contexts, noted C[·], defined as
is a process with a hole · under a number of parallel compositions and restrictions. We say a process P is active if it has a (non-replicated) communication prefix in an active context, defined as follows active(P )
Notice the definition of active process rules out replicated inputs. So, we consider stable processes (processes that do not reduce but are not errors) to be processes where a number of (replicated) shared inputs are active. We now state our second main result that says an active and well-typed (matched ) process reduces.
Theorem 2 (Progress). If active(P ), Γ ; ≺ P and matched (Γ ) then P → P .
The proof follows by induction on the size of ≺. The proof invariant is that for every event either there is a synchronisation pair of lesser order or every active prefix of lesser order is a replicated (shared) input. Theorem 2 attests our typing discipline ensures progress of active processes, including processes that interleave communications on received channels.
Concluding Remarks
We have presented a typing discipline for the analysis of progress in sessionbased communication-centred systems. Our work exploits notions introduced in [3] (e.g., the τ polarity) and in [1] (e.g., the splitting relation), allowing to type systems specified in standard π-calculus. This is in contrast with related approaches, where session channels are equipped with polarities (see, e.g., [6] ) or where channels have two endpoints (see, e.g., [17] ), or or where sessions are established via specialised initiation primitives (see, e.g., [9] ). Also, we uniformly handle communication of linear and shared channels (when they are the object of the communication) via lin and un annotations introduced in [17] . However, this is not the case for communications on linear and shared channels (when they are the subject of the communication).
A cornerstone of our development is the progress analysis technique introduced in [3] , where message types already specify the orderings expected for the communicated names, thus providing the basic support for the interleaving of communications on received names. We depart from [3] by unifying the channel usage and event ordering in a single type analysis. Moreover, our orderings build on abstract events and do not refer channel identities (nor labels) differently from [2] [3] [4] , which allows us to relate events in received names (via an abstract event) with others. This is crucial to address the interleaving of received names in a more general way, allowing us to address scenarios out of reach of the above mentioned works [2] [3] [4] . By combining session types and events in the same type language, inspired by [14] , we are able to rely on usual session-based reasoning. Our approach differs from the preliminary ideas presented in [14] that combines session types with a typing discipline that relies on type simulation [11] , in that our verification system is completely syntax driven and does not rely on extraimposed conditions (neither on type simulation nor on model-checking).
In our approach, the sound communication dependency structure is captured in a minimal way, via a (strict) partial order of events, which combined with the event-equipped session types, allow us to single out systems that enjoy progress. We acknowledge that our development does not address full-fledged recursion. However, the principles we use can conceivably be lifted to consider recursion, considering the repetition of the event ordering (handled by a dedicated typing context, as usual) or (well-founded) infinite orderings, an engineering exercise we leave to future work. We also plan to use the ideas presented in this paper to type progress in multiparty conversations.
On a pragmatic (vital) level, we may show that the type checking procedure is decidable (considering bound names are type annotated) and we are confident that a type inference procedure can be extracted from our type system. While decidability attests the type system is worth mentioning, type inference makes it more interesting. It supports the verification of systems without burdening the development process, thus contributing to a cost-effective increase of reliability.
